
Chem 226/ Dr. Rusay
Olfaction [Part I: Odor and  Molecules]

Taste & Smell (Olfaction)

Cells with taste receptors concentrate in small clusters known as taste buds, which are scattered like
small islands on the tongue. There are five basic tastes: sweet, sour, bitter, salty and umami, which
relates to MSG, mono sodium glutamate. However, the sense of smell is far more complex. There are
receptors for the sense of smell that can be sensitive to thousands of different organic molecules
(odorants); one receptor for each smell. The nose serves as a chemical detector for these odorants much
like an analytical laboratory instrument. The perfume industry takes advantage  of this as the attached
Contra Costa Times article describes.

The vials that you are going to smell contain very dilute solutions of a single volatile compound. Your
group will categorize a number of compounds according to their odor. Smell categories are subjective
and can vary. One list of common categories is provided on the back of the turn-in form.  Describe the
compounds as one of the following: Fruity, Putrid, Minty, Camphoraceous or Other (Select one from
list). You will have a limited time to develop your data once you have been advised to start so budget
your time! Your group will be called upon to orally describe the results to the class. In Part II we will
determine whether or not a compound's molecular formula can be used to relate to its odor.

Directions
• Sit in groups of 3-4. Each individual in the group must serve in one of the following roles. Quickly

select your roles. If there are 3 in a group, two roles (b & c) can be combined. The deadline for
completion of Part I is posted on the blackboard. (That is the time that the form on the back of the
page is to be turned in.)

a) Sample manager: Obtain sample vials, distribute vials one at a time to the group and keep
track of the samples, return the vials after the activity is completed.

b) Recorder #1 / Spokesperson: Complete the form on the back of the page. Check the
one-word descriptions for each vial and for each group member. (Use the following table. More
than one box can be checked. Group members’ opinions need not be the same). Be prepared to
describe the group’s results to the class.

c) Recorder #2 / Spokesperson: Write down any problems the group is having in describing
the vials and/or in agreeing, e.g., an individual could not detect an odor, two people have colds,
etc. (Use the following table). Be prepared to describe the group’s results to the class.

d) Facillitator / Timekeeper: Facilitate group discussion as to which smells are similar and
belong in the same category. Keep track of time and alert the group of the time
remaining! On your form copy the results from Recorder #1 and turn-in before the completion
deadline.
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                             Perfumery school sniffs out talent
                             The school outside Paris trains potential employees to create
                             the next top scent

                             By Jasmin Mueller
                             BLOOMBERG NEWS

                             PARIS - A whiff of peach permeates a hallway. From around the
                             corner comes a waft of fresh mountain air. And in an office, a man
                             is sniffing a sample of watermelon.

                             The olfactory diversity is all part of life at Givaudan SA's
                             52-year-old perfumery school outside Paris. Here, the Swiss
                             flavors and fragrances company trains potential employees to find
                             top-selling scents such as Calvin Klein's Obsession.

                             To create perfumes, all companies start out with the same
                             ingredients, like rose, jasmine, bergamot and sandalwood. It's up
                             to the imagination of the perfumer to mix those scents in a new
                             way and up to companies to pick out those who can do it best.

                             "It's like Formula One -- we can all learn to drive, but some have a
                             particular talent, while others just go through the motions," said
                             Jacques Polge, a school graduate and the perfumer who created
                             scents such as Chanel's Coco and Allure.

                             Each year, school director Bernard Escano interviews about 40 of
                             the most promising students from a pool of some 200 and picks
                             out as many as five applicants. Geneva-based Givaudan spends
                             about 65,870 euros ($62,297) over three years to turn each
                             student into a perfumer.

                             So far, the investment is paying off. "One out of three creations
                             on the market is the work of a perfumer that passed through
                             Givaudan," Escano said.

                             Givaudan is also outperforming market leader International
                             Flavors & Fragrances Inc. While shares of its closest rival are little
                             changed, Givaudan has gained 13 percent since becoming
                             independent from Roche Holding AG in June 2000.



                             "The perfumery school is the little extra that sets the company
                             apart," said Escano, sitting in his office in front of an
                             eight-inch-high bronze sculpture of a nose.

                             Competitors in the $11 billion industry see Givaudan's school as
                             an unnecessary expense. Chanel and the Quest International unit
                             of Imperial Chemical Industries Plc look for new hires at the High
                             Institute of Perfume, Cosmetic and Food Flavoring, also known as
                             Isipca, a French establishment where about 36 students a year
                             get a perfumery degree.

                             "Isipca is the only real school" to train perfumers, said Jerome
                             Jallat, marketing development director at Quest.

                             Givaudan students say they don't need a degree because the
                             school's prestige will be enough to attract rivals' attention.

                             "There are a number of students that have been hired straight
                             out of school," said Guillaume Flavigny, 25. "They come and buy us
                             out, a bit like football players."

                             Students spend much of their time assembling samples and trying
                             to distinguish odors with test tubes and bits of dipping paper.
                             They practice their craft by re-creating classic fragrances such as
                             Chanel No. 5.

                             The students learn to make fine perfumes -- those one wears --
                             and functional ones, which are used in shampoos and soaps. And
                             they learn speed.

                             "We no longer have three months, let alone a year, to create the
                             eighth wonder of the world," said Escano, who has run the school
                             since 1998 and is himself a graduate. "Nowadays, you have to
                             create it in a month, or even two weeks."

                             All told, a perfumer will need about five years to memorize as
                             many as 2,000 individual compounds. And that's about how long it
                             takes Givaudan to see a return on its investment, Escano said.

                             Givaudan's school is set in an industrialized section of the Paris
                             suburb of Argenteuil, in a three-story brick building Givaudan
                             designed. It moved from the southern perfume town of Grasse,
                             known for its rose and lavender fields, in 1998 to get closer to
                             "reality," Escano said. Still, students go back every year to sample
                             the smells of Grasse.



                             "You constantly need a new source of inspiration," said student
                             Sonia Constant, 23. Constant, who's one of seven men and
                             women learning to make fragrances at the school now, says she
                             sometimes finds hers in a movie theater or from a memory.

                             "It's great to be able to create what you've imagined," said Axelle
                             Beernaert, 25. "I take my inspiration from many different sources
                             including nature, cooking, a dream or an emotion."

                             Today's school has its roots in two fragrance and flavor houses:
                             Roure, founded in 1820 by Claude Roure in Grasse, and Givaudan,
                             created in 1895 by brothers Leon and Xavier Givaudan in Vernier,
                             Switzerland. Roche bought Roure and Givaudan and combined
                             them in 1991.

                             Thanks in part to ties the school has helped create between the
                             company and fragrance makers, the rate of turnover at Givaudan
                             has declined to about 10 percent, Escano estimates.

                             And loyalty can be crucial. A successful perfume returns an
                             operating margin -- operating profit as a percentage of sales -- of
                             25 percent, according to analyst estimates. "The perfumer is the
                             keystone of our industry," Escano said.


